
THE PACE SETTER
AWARD 2016
How-To Guide 2016

COULD YOU BE A 
PACE SETTER?
This Quality Mark Award is for NHS Primary Care teams who:
 
> Enjoy encouraging the participation of, and learning from, their patients and their carers 
> Want to develop and innovate best practice in tune with their great ideas and support 
> Enjoy the challenge of setting themselves a target for improvement - and making it! 
> Enjoy celebrating their excellent service with their team
> Enjoy sharing their learning with colleagues working in their field

AWARDED

WHAT IS THE 
PACE SETTER 
AWARD?
An improvement programme 
for primary care, based on the 
4 PACE Criteria, that is founded 
upon “the wisdom, the 
intelligence and the smartness 
of those we look after”. 

PATIENT AND STAFF 
ENGAGEMENT

ACCESSING 
SERVICES

EDUCATING AND 
EQUIPPING

CLINICAL BEST 
PRACTICE

THE PACE
CRITERIA

Dr Hilary Cass, Immediate Past-President,  
Royal College Paediatrics and Child Health

“ The PACE SETTER awards provide an excellent 
opportunity to share and celebrate some of the  

innovative work that is going on in primary care to  
focus and improve services for the benefit of children  

and young people (CYP). "

“ I love the idea and 
concept” 

Jo Wadey, Practice 
Manager, St Lawrence 
Surgery, Worthing, Coastal 
West Sussex (CWS) CCG

"PACE SETTER...
an example of 
outstanding 

practice"

CQC Report 2015, Moatfield 
Surgery, St Michaels Road, 
East Grinstead, Horsham 
and Mid Sussex CCG

PACE SETTER AWARD
Instigated by General Practice • Approved by Healthwatch• Endorsed by RCGP  
Supported by RCPCH • Sponsored by NHS South East Strategic Clinical Networks and NHS Health Education England
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PACE SETTER - The Primary Care Quality Mark for Children & Young People’s NHS Services

WELCOME TO
THIS GUIDE!
...to achieving the PACE SETTER Award for NHS organisations that 
deliver services to children, young people, their families and carers. This 
quality improvement award involves working in partnership with your 
patients to identify the most constructive areas for development based 
around the PACE Criteria. Through this transformational process, which 
is conducted at a pace that may be tailored to suit the strategic aims of 
each organisation, PACE SETTER Award holders will have demonstrated, 
to their local Award Panel, a commitment to providing consistently high 
quality health services to their Children and Young People. The Award 
is therefore becoming a sought-after celebration of best practice to be 
shared with both patients and peers.

AWARDED

PATIENT AND STAFF 
ENGAGEMENT

ACCESSING 
SERVICES

EDUCATING AND 
EQUIPPING

CLINICAL BEST 
PRACTICE

THE PACE
CRITERIA

 >Henfield Medical Centre A PACE SETTER Practice -  
receiving their Award from James Mitchell, 18yr,  
Moatfield Surgery Patient Participation Group

HERE ARE SOME BRILLIANT PACE 
SETTER INNOVATIONS
‘My Passport’; Healthy Birthday Card; Introducing-
your-practice video; Post-school children-friendly 
open clinics; Sick Child clinical pathway template 
on GP computer system; whole team learning 
using case scenarios, Young persons web-site;  
and much more!

WHAT IS IN  
THIS GUIDE 
 CASE STUDIES OF BEST   
 PRACTICE LINKED TO THE 
 PACE CRITERIA  
 MAKING PACE SETTER   
 HAPPEN 
 APPLICATION FORM AND   
 CONTACT DETAILS

Kath Evans, Head of Patient Experience 
Maternity, Newborn, Children and Young People, 
Nursing Directorate, NHS England 

" This is an exciting development that will 
help to focus us all on improving primary 

care for and with the children, young people 
and families we serve."

" PACE SETTER – the effective  
and fun quality improvement  

programme your team can do at 
your own pace. It works*! "

Dr Tim Fooks, GP and  
PACE SETTER Clinical Lead 

" It is so important to  
celebrate  

achievements within  
Primary Care."

Tracey Osborne, Practice  
Manager, Maywood Surgery,  
Bognor Regis, CWS CCG

*An Evaluation of the PACE Setter Award UK Interim Report 29th February 2016 by Dr Mary Darking,
Senior Lecturer in Social Policy and Innovation, University of Brighton"
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01
> Engagement Stage 1: The practice used an in-house 
whole team + young people (YP) learning event to  
a. develop the questionnaire for their “Be Heard in Henfield” 
engagement exercise with families and to b. discuss their 
practice learning needs regarding the medical care of 
children and young people. 

> Engagement Stage 2: “Be Heard in Henfield” launched 
with promotional material around the village, in 
the practice and on the website. NB: A £10 
Amazon prize voucher offered as incentive to do 
the questionnaire – this worked well.  YP texted, 
emailed and encouraged to participate by staff. There 
was an open and interactive discussion where the young 
people present gave their opinions and ideas. 

Feedback: Staff fed back post PACE SETTER Application 
process... that they “feel more able to interact with young 
people”, ”really pleased that this project has happened”, 
“motivated by the information about young people 
disseminated in the talk” “the practice is coming more in line 
with social media within the healthcare system” “pleased 
with the birthday card and how it has worked out” “more 
confident at knowing where to sign post young people to.” 
Lessons learned - Time frame for project needs to coincide 
with start of school term/year to enable engagement with 
schools and questionnaires to them.

LEARNING FROM PATIENTS  
AND STAFF – 
“BE HEARD IN HENFIELD”  02

> Lead PACE SETTER GP, Dr Nikki Tooley, reviewed cases who 
had attended Pulborough Medical Group within the previous 
2 weeks for common illnesses. About 60 families were 
contacted and interviewed about their experiences and ideas 
for improving services. In total, this process of engagement 
took 5 hours of interviewing, which provided very useful 

information for the practice's PACE SETTER planning.

LEARNING FROM  
FAMILIES

Pulborough Medical Group >
CWS CCG  

A PACE SETTER practice

Member of Staff at Henfield 
Medical Centre, CWS CCG

> Surveys of families
> Coffee morning for parents with children with additional needs 
> Teenage Focus Groups
> 1:1 interviews
> Advertising engagement in local newspapers 
> “Be Heard in Henfield” 
> CYP Mystery shoppers (14 – 18 yrs); 
> CYP Forum including headteachers, Health Visitors and others

SOME OF  
THE BEST...

PATIENT AND  
STAFF ENGAGEMENT
Listening and learning in partnership with those who receive and provide our care to children and 
young people is the single most important activity undertaken in working towards the PACE SETTER 
Award. It is this process which ensures PACE SETTER practices design and develop their services 
around the needs of their local population. Already there have been some excellent examples of 
innovative and effective engagement just some of which are described here.

AWARDED

CASE 
STUDIES

" There has been a culture 
change in the practice 
towards young people  

and their needs "
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01
> Supporting Young People with Additional Needs or 
Disability.   St Lawrence Surgery have developed a bespoke 
system for this group of children who are given a ‘passport’ 
which gives them priority and advises clinicians how best 
they can communicate with them. Alerts are put on the 
children’s records. An additional bonus has been the 
development of their New Diagnosis Pack in response 
to the negative experiences some parents described 
at the time leading up to, during and after their child's 
new diagnosis at hospital – they knew there was something 
unique about their child but found it to be a battle to get 
things sorted out; sometimes this could take 6 months or 
even a year. In the New Diagnosis pack,  the surgery sends an 
invitation to the parents and child for a 20 minute informal 
chat about the condition and an offer of support. It has been 
very well received.

SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE 
WITH ADDITIONAL NEEDS  
OR DISABILITY  

03
> The Henfield Medical Centre sends 
out this Happy Birthday Card in which 
is enclosed a welcome letter from the 
practice to a Young Person. It introduces the new YP part of 
the website as a resource, asks for the their mobile number 
and highlights confidentiality and their rights to come 
alone or with a friend if preferred. It offers a YP pack with 
information leaflets.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY  
CARD TO 15/16  
YEAR OLDS

04
> Dedicated website section for CYP  - The teen area of the 
Moatfield Surgery website is up and running.  It is accessed 
by means of a BIG RED button on the screen.  But what looks 
quite simple has taken a lot of thought, consultation and 
consideration and peer input. http://www.moatfield.co.uk/ 

DEDICATED WEBSITE  
SECTION FOR CYP

02
> Pulborough Medical Group have made a video walk-
through to show young people where to go and what to 
expect when attending the surgery. It features arriving for 
a GP appointment and covers confidentiality too.

https://www.wevideo.com/view/500657638

ONLINE INTRODUCTION TO  
PRACTICE VIDEO FOR CYP 

CASE 
STUDIES

ACCESSING  
SERVICES
Improving access to the services provided to the CYP patient population requires a whole 
system approach based on consultation with both the patients themselves and staff. The 
initiatives developed by the Pioneer PACE SETTER practices have enabled them to become more 
attractive, welcoming and approachable to younger patients. 

How-To Guide 2016

AWARDED

SOME OF  
THE BEST...

> ‘My Medical Passport ‘ for Children with Additional Needs 
> Appointment times – more flexible for young people
> Dedicated website section for CYP; BIG RED button design
> Online Video: Introduction to our Practice
> Happy 15th Birthday card with health info and practice links
> Staff photos on website
> Young Persons’ Access working party at the practice 

Staff and Patients >
from St Lawrence Surgery, Worthing

A PACE SETTER practice
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> In conjunction with Dr David 
Gould, Pulborough Medical Group  
is beta-testing, on System One,  
a tool which prompts the clinician 
to record all the salient information 
necessary for a safe and complete assessment of 
a sick child. The template is linked to the Advice 
Sheet for parents which can be easily printed. 

SICK CHILD PATHWAY TEMPLATE 
ON CLINICAL SYSTEM 

03
> St Lawrence Surgery in Worthing has reviewed and 
strengthened all its safeguarding protocols. The practice has 
a higher than average population of ‘cared-for’ children and 
safeguarding concerns are raised quite frequently. A whole-
systems approach was therefore applied to address key 
issues regarding access, co-ordination, all-staff education 
and collaboration with other agencies to ensure they have 
in place a exemplar safeguarding system.

SAFEGUARDING  
PROTOCOLS 

04
> They occurred during normal practice opening 
hours and were reviewed by the Moatfield Practice, 
East Grinstead.  In order to improve awareness of, and 
access to, the locally agreed pathway: ‘Head Injury in 
Children and Young People’, the practice is working with 
local schools to ensure their head injury protocols are 
aligned. They are also ensuring the pathway is being given 
out to parents opportunistically and at vaccination clinics.

MINOR HEAD INJURY 
ATTENDANCES AT A&E 
DEPARTMENTS

02
> This has been developed at Willow Green Surgery.  
This has helped to standardise the approach used by all 
the GPs for assessing sick children. 

AN IN-HOUSE SICK CHILD  
CLINICAL ASSESSMENT  
TOOL  

CASE 
STUDIES

CLINICAL BEST  
PRACTICE 
Ensuring that the services provided to children and young people are of the highest possible 
standard will be a key feature of every successful PACE SETTER improvement programme. 
To achieve these objectives, PACE SETTER organisations will need to adopt innovative, 
proactive and dynamic approaches to the review and adjustment of their own care 
pathways. It should be noted that it is a requirement of the PACE SETTER programme that 
safeguarding protocols must be compliant with, or exceed CQC, standards.

How-To Guide 2016

AWARDED

SOME OF  
THE BEST...

> Asthma PAAPs; 
> Embed child with fever video as high visibility link on Practice website. 
> Head Injury Pathway training;
> Common non- acute conditions – enuresis, GORD; 
> Safeguarding protocols improved
> A&E attendances review
> Embedding clinical pathways
> Electronic templates

Jo Wadey, Practice 
Manager, St 

Lawrence Surgery, 
Worthing

“ If all staff members are aware 
of the risks and concerns of a 

child there is a less likely chance 
anything will be missed. ”
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> Leacroft Medical Practice, Crawley is in a multi-ethnic area 
where English is not the first language for many families. 
Not infrequently, only the children and young people in the 
household understand English. The practice’s PACE SETTER 
team has decided to focus health educational efforts on 
Primary School age children in such a way that they will be 
able to share this information back at home. For example, 
the Nursing team will discuss minor illnesses with pupils to 
discuss when and where to seek help more appropriately. 

OUTREACH VISITS TO LOCAL 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS TO TALK TO 
CYP ABOUT MINOR ILLNESSES  

04
> Willow Green Surgery invites local clinicians to their 
surgery to meet the team, network as well as to learn 
about the challenges from each of their perspectives. They 
were also able to review recent referrals made and learn to 
improve their interactions.

EDUCATIONAL LUNCHTIME 
MEETINGS WITH LOCAL A&E 
AND PAEDIATRIC CONSULTANTS  

02
> Pulborough Medical Group (PMG) ran an Educational 
session supporting non-clinical staff to make decisions 
on the urgency of clinical symptoms and the appropriate 
action. Non-Clinical Staff (primarily receptionists) were 
asked to rate, using a traffic light system, common 
symptoms that patients presented or called in with. 
These were then discussed to see how the description 
of the problem altered the assessment of urgency by the 
receptionist. 

NON-CLINICAL STAFF  
TRAINING - RECEPTIONISTS’  
TRIAGE  

EDUCATING AND 
EQUIPPING
Whole-System Education provides the foundation blocks on which PACE SETTER quality 
improvements can be built and, ultimately, shared. Learning together as a team, and alongside 
parents and other key stakeholders, equips an organisation to develop new skills and implement 
new systems multi-dimensionally. Innovative educational programmes recognise and meet the 
needs of those with a variety of learning preferences. 

How-To Guide 2016

AWARDED

SOME OF  
THE BEST...

> Embed child with fever video as high visibility link on Practice website; 
> Head Injury Pathway training; 
> Going out into primary school and talk to kids about common minor illnesses
> Non clinical staff training on CYP issues to ensure all staff on message
> Receptionist Training – RAG Triage Systems
> Awareness raising of all staff on patient feedback
> Staff undergoing E-Learning on Fever, Diarrhoea & Vomiting  
 and Bronchiolitis

03
  

> "Looking after a child with fever 
- A guide for parents and carers.” 
Cranleigh Medical Practice in Surrey is 
showing this film, with subtitles, in their surgery waiting 
room. It shows useful sources of information to aid 
decision-making. are also available for use by all clinicians 
during consultation. The film clip and advice sheets are 
available for download at: http://bit.ly/1FesUSu 

SUPPORTING PARENTS  
USING EDUCATIONAL  
NHS FILM  

<Willow Green Surgery

A PACE SETTER practice

CASE 
STUDIES
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The PACE SETTER AWARD Programme How-To Guide

APPLY
01.  Local CCG/Trusts agree to support PACE SETTER programme
02. CYP Provider organisation (eg GP surgery), as a whole team, decide to apply for Award -  
 Complete Sign Up Sheet

AGREE

03. Key Activities (KA) - 5 in total: all to be aligned to PACE agenda including: 
 MANDATORY KEY ACTIVITY A Patient Engagement / User Consultation Exercise  
 MANDATORY KEY ACTIVITY B Safeguarding audit and action (thereby completing two of the 5 KAs   
 required) + Three additional Key Activities based on PACE Criteria
04. Progress is entered onto the ‘First Write Up Form’ and passed to local CCG Award Panel at outset for advice,  
 feedback and agreement

ACT
05. Applicant safeguarding audit process completed 
06.  User engagement consultation carried out 
07.  Proposed 5 Key Activities discussed with, and approved by, Award Panel
08.  Action on agreed activities begins

ACHIEVE 09. Completion of all 5 KAs and audit
10.  Completed ‘Achievement Chart’ sent with evidence to Award Panel for evaluation and any clarification 

AWARD
11. Final Submission of Achievement Chart presented to Award Panel
12.  Outcomes for each Key Activity approved by Award Panel
13.  Award decision made valid for 3 years

AWARDEDMAKING PACE SETTER 
HAPPEN
Through the development of creative partnerships between users and providers, PACE SETTER 
provides NHS Healthcare organisations with a unique opportunity to focus on quality improvement 
initiatives precisely targeted to the needs of the relevant local population. The GP Practices who 
have engaged in the PACE SETTER process to-date have been greatly encouraged by the interest 
and commitment this innovative process has generated in their patients and staff; this document 
stands as a testament to their success.  Strategic Clinical Networks, Deaneries and Clinical 
Commissioning Groups should therefore be encouraged to support the application of practices 
and other primary care providers through the establishment of a Locality Award Panel (see below) 
and releasing funding to encourage participation. The PACE SETTER programme is set out in the 
Locality Award Panel (see below)

THE ROLE OF THE LOCALITY AWARD PANEL 

• To recruit and assist applicants to navigate through the PACE SETTER   
 Award programme.  
• To agree that the proposed Key Activities will deliver quality improvements.  
• To encourage and advise to ensure successful completion of the programme. 
• To approve the Award 
• To arrange the presentation of the Award and  
• To ensure best practice is disseminated to the wider peer group. 

THE LOCALITY AWARD PANEL 

Suggested membership  
•  Clinical Commissioning lead  
• Quality Improvement Lead  
•  Practice Manager and/or Nurse  
•  Parents’ Forum representative  
•  Young People’s Forum  
 representative
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Name of Organisation

Address

Brief Description of organisation 
incl CYP demographics

Main reasons for applying for 
PACE SETTER Award

Estimated date for starting and 
completing Award process Start Date:                     Est. Completion Date:

PACE SETTER lead Names:                     Signature:

Contact details Email:                     Phone:

CCG or NHS Trust

Safeguarding Policy
Please confirm your policy is in date and CQC compliant  Yes  No  Under Review

AWARDEDAPPLYING FOR PACE 
SETTER AWARD
 APPLICATION PROCESS 
> For further information before submitting an application, please email the PACE SETTER 
 Award Programme Team (Dr Tim Fooks and Christine McDermott) at: CWSCCG.cypSECpathways@

> All practices across England welcome to apply 

> The Application Form (below) may be completed, scanned and emailed to us. 
 It can also be found online at: www.coastalwestsussexccg.nhs.uk/pacesetter 

> We shall then contact you to arrange an Introductory Visit/Discussion to start the process.

> Some set up support funding may be available to enable primary care teams to sign up for the PACE SETTER   
 Programme. Details will be made available at the time of application – see contact email address above.

> For background on the Award scheme and details of innovations and practical resources      
 produced by Current Award Holders, please visit our website at: www.coastalwestsussexccg.nhs.uk/pacesetter 
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